|sfew Gotb y Mag azine
W^yi Appear In J an.
A new ¦ literary magazine wdl be
forthcoming in January. The purpose of this literary, magazine is to
provide a stimulus land place of publication of the creative talents of
':
the student.7;
i The literary, magazine will not be
b>! second COLBY SCHOLAR. It
will include fiction , essays, poetry,"
art and art photography. High stan T
dards have been set by the present
editorial staff and • will be maintained. The magazine will be a
publication of creative writing and
art work; not a documentary paper.
Contrubutions will be accepted by
all classes. Submission of a work,
however, does not mean that it will
be printed. A staff of (twenty readers will be . selected-from those interested, oh the basis of their work
on ' English at Colby (they , do not
have to be English majors) . Freshmen may become staff members
during their second semester on the
basis of their first semester's work.
These readers will . select material
to. be published on the following
points : :
1. Originality of material
2. „ General interest
3. Readability
^
4. Gramatical structure
5. Organization .
MUST
All' material submitted
BE TYPEWRITTEN . Forms to;follow will be : posted in all, English
class rooms , and .at. other points in
the library. Submissions should be
placed in Mr. Harrier's office in
Johnson Hall, given to a member
of the English department or to one
of the readers , who will be li sted
at a later date, The deadline for%ll
contribution s is Decemb er 16 . v
The present editorial staff is , as
A ;)' -'
follows :
7
Editor-in-chief - Barbara Brockway
Literary Editor - Yvonne Noblb&•¦ • ':';
Art Photography Editor - Dpuglas !
Howard
. •. . ^"^ ' .^•i^
Art Editor - Robert Savage, ; ; 7; ;' ' "' "
Business Manager - DayiiTJurreli,
Faculty Advisor - Mr. Hiirrier '¦

MW Play pff

Nuinbers / Sixty," -:
On .Thursday; evening next the

curt ain will open on' 1 the ' first Pewder and Wig production" of the year ,
'' Green Grow, the Lilacs'.? . This . first
presentation , of the year has /been
underway sinc e , the beginning of

Nationally Recognised
EditoridMst Sp eaks
Billiard Desires
-Freedom of Press
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Laurey and Curly
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Musical Drama Opens
Golby Theater Season
Lawrence Given
«& Club Award
- . The Colby "C" Club, organization
of .alumni and -students who have
won a ' Varsity letter, in any sport ,
meets an nually , on Homecoming
Weekend in the fall . At it s most
recent meeting, -on October 30, the
"C" Club Vbted unanimously to support the financial - campaign now in
progress to raise funds for the construction of i.an . artifi cial ice hockey
and skating rink There on Mayflower
Hill, This group..aims .at a quota of
ten 7tbqusand 'd buars *° °o raised
ambrig its ;menib'ersr ,,,; : •
7.The. club's• present officers are the
following: Wallace "Lawrence ,. '17
*
¦¦
of ; Nashua , ¦ New Hampshire, president ; George Beach ,' ''41, ;of Waterville, Vice President j Gilbert Loebs ,
Director of Physical Education at
Cplb y,, Secretary-Treasurer . .'- ; ¦ . ..
• ¦!Thero is also a'throe man Executive Committee ' ;consisting' ¦' of th e
following: Dr. Charles Towne, '28 ;
David ; Hilton , '35; William Mac;. '77 ', ¦'
omber , ; ^?.;', . ' ¦;. . ". ;•
Each year the "C'VClub nominates
a "Colby7;<C' Man; of thb Year'V He
receive s an :honorar y "C" , award .
In 1952, - Mr . Howard L: Ferguson;
'31, was nominated,. This: year Mr.
Wallace Lawrence, '17, was, awarded .; the "C" at tlio Hbmoebming
function!
The primary purpose of , the organization ' is to maintain a continuous
interest in tho college and tho welfare bf intercollegiate athletics. The

October. The cast; with Ann "Jefferson and Jon Adams , in; the leads ,
totals 30 in number ,'' including for
tho , first time in many years an accompanying chorus of 25 students ,
led by Chris Barnes.' In addition tb
singing, the original music they will
ho seen in a square dance sequence.
The western scenery has been osr
pooially designed for P&W by Nancy
Weller , while • a , group of 35 Colby
carpenters and painters are at work
constructing a type of "revolving
set|' on tho stage of Women 's Union .
A souvenir program has been plari:
nod- and edited by Tony Eatough
' ' '
¦' ' :' ' " 7
•*— which wilh include , a special soo- tho local showing. -, ' ;• > ,• ;;: .;. . . -; : .
It has boon announced by P&W'e
t(ion devoted to "notes "' on the pro¦
business
manager that tickets will
duction " and: a director's' page. And
in tho printing lino — over 500 go on sale for "Tho Lilacs " outside
posters, leaflets and cards will, bo th p.-Spa on Monday morninetand
distributed over the Coll>y-Wntorr will bo sold throughout vthia;-, ywbok
vill'o area 'wittuh .tho.ftioxi 2<t ; hours ! in;'that location. ; . ' '. ;,;• > j ^l''ij .77:¦;, ¦'.' : \ „ . ' .
v
by the publicity committee. ' '
Thei , performances ^wjli ',start ' ' at
Barbara 'Miller is in charge of. tho ,7 :30 sharp for both performances
many costumes ,—- again originally ¦—• on.Thursday and Saturday ovon¦
¦
'¦ " 'V77> v; r v; ¦;: ¦'• • •;
designed and executed especially for ihg: •¦'¦ -'v- ' '¦ \

• ¦?"' ;¦Uy Ed BartJeit| '" "W- 'V
Powder and Wig will - introduce
a new - kind of entertainment at
Colby in "Green Grow • the Lilacs ",
to be presented on the . 19th and
21st of November in the Women 's
Union. The play is neither a drama
n or a musi cal , but a combinati on of
both;— a so-called musical-drama/
in which the folk songs informally
reflect the action of. the characters .
The ricti^ backwoods dialect of the
Oklahoma Indian territory, sets th e
atmosphere of the- play' in an intimate/, almost 'nost algic earthihess
— a simple and uncultured farming
mg ar ea wh ere th e p eople are free
from society 's certifice.' The main
them e of the pla y is 'the development
of these unspoiled ; life-loving people
whose freshness springs from ' the
ease of doing what comes naturally.
Completely lacking in> sophistication , th e main .. charm of '-'Green
Gr ow th e Lila cs" lies , in the rus tic
simplicity " of the lan gua ge* whi ch
retain s the ' wonder and excitement
of. life; in its dir oot ' honesty. . The
chorus serves as a unifying, agont ,
deriving one whol e thought from the
pa rticular a ction , creating an atmosphere of universal significance and
broadening text . :

club was organiz ed in 1946 and > its

roster includes approximately 750
livin g alumni who have won a Varsity lector during their college car¦
¦¦
¦. ' , ¦• ,\ ';.
eers.- :¦ ¦ ¦'. ¦ > • ¦' ¦' ; . ¦ - . ' ¦: ¦; •; •
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In any bu ilding wfioro thoro
Is a public coin / box tolophono ,
that tolophono vylii bo removed
pormanontl y if 'iibhnips or substitutos for coins are found at
an y timo In thb
future. ¦ '
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" This ultimatum has boon Issued by tho tolophono company
to! Mr. Soopo, th o collogo troas- ;
uror i Tho oollbgo ;;haa i; no , opnt rol
ovor
tho situation j-vwJj bthor nay
,
phonos rom nln on th b hill or not
Is " entire ly up ;'^;iihb student
tho users q^^hoso phonos.
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I rv in g Dilli ard , recipient of the
second annual Lovejoy. Award, stated last week that "I find no reason
to believe the press would lead a
national campaign to adopt the Bill
o f Ri ghts were its list of pr otectio n s
and guarantees introduced in Congress today." Mr. Billiard ,- editorial
page editor of the St. Louis PostDispatch; included this observation
in his lecture at the Lovejoy Convocation November 5. At this Convocation President Bixler presented
him with both the Lovejoy medal
and an honorary Doctor of Laws
degree.
After he arrived on the campus
Thursday morning, Mr. Dilliard attended one of Professor Fullam's
classes, and at noon was the speaker at a luncheon of the faculty committee on general education . At two
o'clock/ he met with the Echo staff
and reporters .
' At this Echo meeting the question
was raised, "What is the best preparation for j ournalism ?" Dilliard
saids.he felt the- best preparation for
journalism as well *as•: for life was
a liberal arts education with emphasis on political science- and history, especially American . history
from ' th e Civil Wa r ' p&riod ;to the
present day. He feels that technical
training, although worthwhile, is not
necessary as it offers , no knowledge
¦; ' -,
of subject matter.'
Continued on . Page Eight .
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Facult y Meeting

Frosh Hetivities
Restrided; Veto
Readin g Period

At the faculty meeting this Wednesday night, it was decided that
there would be NO reading period at
Colby this year .' Also a proposal . restricting freshman participation in
activities was passed.
Although the reading period plan
will not go' into effect this , year, the
faculty will consider,;at a later meeting, . prospects of putting such, a
¦
reading period into effect another
year. There is practically no chance
of its being enforced second, semester of this year, however.
The restriction of freshman participation in activities is as follows :
I. Positions of "major responsibility" in inter-class organizations and
activities are in general expected to
be filled by upperclassmen . Such positions include those of officers , committee chairmen, leading or major
roles in musical, dramatic, dancing
and broadcasting productions , and
those of any other special leadership
or directive responsibility.
II. To be allowed to hold a position of "major responsibility," as defined above , in any inter-class organization or activity, -a freshman must :
1. Be recommended - therefor to
••-his.'facuity, advisor hy the director
of the organization or advisor of
the 'organization concerned ; •
2. Obtain -the consent in writing
, _p f ,the freshman adviser,;
; •, ;3;'' Have- 'this^consent.: approved by
¦
;
'
J the dean.v- . i ,• .- '" ; ' ;,.
•¦It will be!the responsibility of Tthe
director of the organization concerned to see that this procedure is com•' '
plied witli.
, III. The above policies apply also
to all transfer students during their• ¦;-¦
first semester. " ' .", '

Features Band Sn Finals For Girl's
Armistice Parade
The AFROTC Unit participated
Wednesday fin - the local Armistice
Day Parade.* Consisting of over 280
merij the unit'marched to the .music
of its own band for - the first time
since its beginning ' three years ago.
An oth er sp ecial , Unit , ' the Color
Squadron , from which the cadet drill
t eam is selected , performed; special
drill movements while marching.
The cadet ' parade formation was
led by Cadet Colonel Aubrey C. Keef
of Vanoeboro and /his • general , staff.
The; band , commanded, d).^ Cad et
Major Gilbert A. Keay and led by
Cadet Captain John W. Hatch, was
¦¦ ¦
¦
the first unit )
. ' ; ' ¦' . ' ;;' "'
The cadet squadrons and thoir
Commanders in order of march were :
Squadron 1—-Cadet Major Richard
¦
A. Nooriari • '• " ' ' ¦ ' '
Squadron " 2—Cadot Major Robert
L, Voorheos
•C6lor Squadron—Cadet Captain
Stephen M. Kaufman a , . ,
Color Bearer and Color Guards
Squadron
3—Cadet Major Richard
¦ ¦
¦ " "'
'
:- ; E,. -Beatty , - . , '., ' . '" ."" .' , ,. , . ' ,
Squadron 4—Cadet. Major , 'G.,
MaoDonald, Grout ,
• Squadron S-T-^Cadet Major. Robert
'M.' Anderson
• ' Tho U , S. Air Force personnel who
servo as tactical officers and non'
commissioned pmcors arc ;
:,. ' ':. "
7 Major Elinor, E.-,Q
Sgt. vI^iohavd ;fj H. R^insay ( -—' Color
Squadron , #' y: {••; , • , -; ^p ¦'.:. - ¦; , [ / 71 :7
' j . Major Elmer E.' Q^orryr andiM-/
Sgt , Edward J. Cilloy ¦— Squadron 2
Continued on Pago Eight

Football Nov. 21

Saturday, November 21, the final
game of tlie Powder Puff League
will be held on tho varsity 'football
field , specially remarked , for the
occasion. It will climax;7the::two
play-off games . oi, November ' , 18!' and
19 that are going to be playoi on
the hew intorfraternity football field.
Three DU' s aro coaching each
sorority. . Ned Shenton , ' with Pete,
Welles i and ' Al Clappy ; coach the
ADPi's; Ja ck, King heads tlio Tri
Dolt staff of Harry Carlson and
Sandy. . MacNeil ; .the Chi ,0's have
Mel Phillips witli Colin 'Nehns and
Jim Ra ppap ort as assistants ; and
tho Sigma's are bein g coached by
Bru cp Brad shaw with Lou Parsons
and God Cowporthwaite assisting.
Nat .'Irons ' publicity committee,
consistin g of seven DU' s and four
girls from-oa 'oh' sorority, has inyited
Maine, Bates , and Bowdoin aijld ,axpeots quito a turnout, bspooially
from the latter.
. Thoro will bo a 25 corit admission
foo which will go to ' tho Infantile
Paralysis Foundation ,

! :' ' REPORTERS BOX
Jud y Thom pson
>
Stovo Lovino
i
Ra y Mollis
\
KathoWno SforpS
[
i
Ron ald Arthur
Cqro lyn - ' Brunln fe ^. '/ ^ . '';:. .,
! ,
:/ , ,;
John ;Jubln8k V; ' ; '7 ' . v ;;:
[
' . '' Dayo^Mll lsV-;-, . : ': ' '. ^\ :
1 ' Walter biilnwoo d
Joan Man loy

, SPECIAL SNOW TREAD TIRE SALE
: . V;-;, :;.' 1 ;- ; '
'
NoW Going On At
.: } - / 0; ^K ^
Sj : p p .L.J?- S E R V I C E
Across from Radio Station
Phone 83066
"Friendly Courteous Service " -— Our Motto
• " -. ' -The '
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The burning of the KDR Homecoming float , which attracted
depar tment , and three fire trucks.

KDR's Hold Fire,

Rfed Engines Come
The K.D.It.'s held their first annual Fireman's Ball from 10:30 11:30 Sunday evening, November 1.
Attendance was not compulsory but
the support of the group was spontaneous.
Guests of honor were Vice President Eustis, Superintendent . of the

,

most of the male Colby students , the fire
Photo by Elliott

Grou nds Jenmson , and other digmtaries including the night watchmen.
The crack Waterville Fire Department demonstration team put on a
fifteen minute exhibition during the
intermission. The unit included four
squad cars, three fire engines and a
hook and ladder apparatus. After the
demonstration, all participated in a
splash party which somewhat dampened the spirt of the exhibitionists.
Music was furnished by an all

GREYHOUND...

,

Heap Big Ba rgain for Everybod y
Going Home for Thanks giving !

BOSTON , MASS. ..
$4.95
BRIDGEPORT , CONN.
., 8.65
CONCORD , N. H. .... .. .
6.60
JACKSONVILLE , FL A
I. 27.25
ALBAnV ," N , V. .;...
... 9.20
„. 9.45
N E W A R K , N. J!
PHIL., PA
...;
11.05
SAN ANTONIO , TEXAS .......... 42.65
,>
WASHINGT0N ,,D. d , ....„ ....„ .. 13.00
'. : , '' "
> r * Plus U. S,

We extend an invi_y^
" ¦' ¦ ¦ ¦' ^__ _ :: ¦' ¦¦¦ ¦' ¦
tat iori to 7 Colby ^ Stu^
d ents to enjoy ; our fi ne
f f / u «T
meals. !
^£IL& v
We also call Tupbn those who
will enjoy dancing to
AMERICA'S FAVORITE MUSIC
24 CHARLES STREET
( Parking for 100 Cars)
Find Your
PO T O'GOLD
At The Rainbow

BA LTI MORE , MD. ...„.l $14.96
CHICAGO , ILL. ... . ... . .. . 29.50
DOVER , N. H.
7.50
MI A MI , F LA. . ....... ;..¦ ... .... 39.04
NEW LONDON , CONN. .... 8.20
SYRA CUS E, N. Y^ ..t ;i^ . 13.86
WORCESTER , MASS. ..; .... 0.79
HART FORD , CONN. „„ .C!: 8.07
PORTS MOUTH , il. H. .^„ . 3.80
¦ '¦ ¦
'
' ¦ '"
Tax ,; , ', . , , . ' ' ' •;. ¦ . - / 'O; ¦ ¦:• ;¦

Big EXTRA Savings oh; Round-Trip Tickets
' 170 Main St.
:/, - , ; W. W. BERft X__g____
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£
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male chorus accompanied by the
Quadrangle Community Orchestra.
Due to the great enthusiasm evidenced by the group, it is hoped that
the. event may become an annual
affair , and that next year the Ball
may be held in Miller Library.

WAA News

Handsome 77

¦

. co™n.;M
and only $5.98

The .winners of the Fall tennis
contest have been announced. Betty
Harris took the Singles . Championship while Sue Smith and Jackie
Auger won the Double tournament.
The winners of the Junior Columbia
Archery tournament are as follows :
1
Judy Lower, first place, Lyn Lacey
took second place, and Jan Nordgren
" 7
third place.
There will be a Fall Sports Coffee
^
tonight, Friday, Nov. 13, where the
winners of the Fall sports will receive their awards.
All those interested in swimming
for !\V.A.A. credit may . do so on
Tuesday and Thursday afternoons at
the , Waterville Boy's Club when the
regular Physical Education classes
meet.
Skiing during the Christmas vacation, will be accepted for W.A.A.
credit. Keep.track of your hours and
hand a list.containing them in to the
winter sports managers, Susie Delamater or Lois McCarty. ,
The first meeting of the . Modern
Dance Club will be held on Monday,
November , 23. Plans for , another
dance production will be , discussed.
Everyone interested is urged to come
— no previous, knowledge .of dancing is required . Come dressed to
dance.' • ¦
The members of the honorary varsity team*have been announced and
arc as 'follows i, S. Frioke , L. Van
Nostrand , J. Huwes, P. Ingraham ,
E. Ewing, J. Miller, J. Kimball , A.
Steigler , R. Crouthamel , B., Barries,
and Weliersdeik. .

r

j ag ent — robert brown
¦
averilL
hall ;'. '
:;

. ^/ . \*:;^ - ; :.V' -;- . ;^ iA:.\- . ' ; '
Waterville
steam laundry
" ¦¦ . ' ¦ Hiawatha
!
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Hudnut Describes
OH Er. Bmldiiigs
And Their History
East Sunday, evening Dean Joseph
Hudnut continued his series of lectures on Parisian Architecture of the
Middle Ages with a discussion of the
great Palace - of King Saint Louis
and the University. From the buildings of the Palace, which is set apart
with the rest of the Island of . the
City by the Great Wall of Paris
discussed in Dean Hudnut's lecture
of October 11th, the Dean chose
three as illustrations of medieval arehiture. The first of these was the
Court.
-.'.":.
¦ ¦

The buildings of the palace had

been built by 7 various kings over a
period of years and were of infinite
variety and detail. And although
not so ornate as some of the other
buildings, the Court served its purpose of housing the' King 's! judiciary
proceedings.\ The layout of the Court
was shown in a floor plan ; another
slide showed . great stone pillars arid
high,-vaulted arches, and a' spacious
fireplace beneath the long, Gothic
windows. These slides gave a good
idea of what the Court must have
looked like.
Louis held informal court sessions
on the first floor or in the adjoining
gardens, while the upper floor was

erial had been more extensive on the
Palace. Three separate factors vfent
to; make up the University^the/.[firsifc,
being . the Benedictine monasteries
built on !what was later to;bp.-; the
site of the school. Many slides of old
pen-drawn maps showed buildings
and street plans of the times; Later,
the - cloister7school of Notre:©aine
spread to the Left Bank, and! students from all over France came
to learn from the masters of philosophy anel. logic. An a,ttenipt, was
made to break away from; the
Church, and a guild was formed' to
regulate courses and schedules ; but
the Pope took the school intoTtheir
criarge and ruled it apart from civil
government. The Dominican monks
were the third factor, contributing
buildings and great cultural centers.
It was noted that of the rnany perfect examples of Gothic architecture
that made up the University, only
one building remains today. The first
dormitories grew up as Bishops of
the Church donated buildings to
house the poorer students. A great
bridge . and fortress separated the
University from the city, 7 with a
long tunnel as the only entrance tb
the school. Feelings between school
arid town were far from amiable,
with pitched battles often occuring
between students arid townspeople.
The tower acted' as a protection from
the city.
The University was destroyed durThe Dean dealt with the University ing the English occupation , later
in more detail, although slide mat- during Cardinal Richelieu's time

used for state court trials, with all
the pomp and ceremony of the Middle , Ages, the King, presided in his
?
royal .attire.
. '. ~ .
f! 7
Louis was known for his piety and
charity, and when., word came to him
that;the emperor of Byzantium possessed the Crown of Thorns worn! by
Christ,-he sought its'purchase. Pay-^
ing a sum which would cover the
cost of the buildings and endowment
of Colby, as Dean Hudnut pointed
out, "Louis brought ,the Crown to
Paris and housed it in the Sainte
Chapelle, built especially for it.
Pictures of;the Chapelle showed it
to be a lavishly ornate! building with
all the' grace and detail of rich Gothic architecture. The walls seemed
to be entirely of stained glass, as
the strong buttresses allowed great
window space. The Chapelle was allowed to fall to ruin during the 18th
century, and was burned , in the
French Revolution , the Crown of
Thorns, thrown into the pile of
flaming relics by the frenzied, savage.cnob. ; ' ' . ¦¦\ ,
! ' ¦' !;;¦¦¦ . ¦';>: 7
•The Great HaU
was tbe third
building discussed, and a woodcut
depicted the two parallel roofs over
the Hall, with a great column supporting them down the middle. Philip) a later king, leased space within
the Palace and in the Palace court
for small shops, making the Palace
Paris ' most exclusive shopping district.

Br*Pratt Explains
iNattire b£vEar ; •¦ !.
Dr. Pratt of Waterville spoke tb
the Life Science Colloquium on November 2 7 His , subject was "The Ear
— How it Works". Dr. Pratt began
by. telling about and illustrating the
bones and other structures of the
ear and how, they can be impaired.
He pointed out the many possibilities for trouble in the various parts,
although the entire structure is only
the size of a man's thumb nail. The
most common cause of an ear ache
is the common coldl The middle ear
is connected with the throat and
nasal passages by the Eustachian
tube through which bacteria may
when Gothic arts were not in favor ;
and finally during the great sackings
of the Revolution. The influence of
the University has been widespread
as it gave dignity to the scholarship
syst em , acted as a great center of
thought and culture, and prepared
the world for the introduction of
the sciences. - t ,
. 7.
•
The first French Revolution, result of the rebellion of the lower
working classes of the commercial
part of the ,city on the Right Bank,
caused the construction of the illfated Bastille, arid it is this infamous building that Dean Hudnut, will
discuss in his next lecture.

LATEST C@-l.EGiE SURVEY SM8WS WEPtES IBftft &6ffiii as

travel. The growth of the -bacteria
in the middle ear causes swelling and
the formation of an . abcess. The pus
thus formed causes the ear drum ,
which connects the middle ear and
outer ear,' to bulge outward. This
i's what causes the pain . It may be
relieved by the. ' opening of ,t he ear
drum by a doctor or the drum breaking from the pressure. This way the
pus is let out and the pressure is
stopped.
Dr. Pratt also told, the group how
the ear enables one to hear. It is
a remarkable organ in that it amplifies the sound vibrations so that we
may hear a varied range of Volume
and also a large range of pitches.
The latter is accomplished by various sections of the coclear of the
inner ear being sensitive to different
pitches. The stimuli on the coclear
cells are transmitted to the auditory
nerve and then to the Drain.
The inner ear also contains the
semi-circular canals which help one
maintain balance. These are in three
different planes to enable the fluid
to stimulate the canals in any direction.
Dr. Pratt concluded by emphasizing the marvelous and complicated
nature of such a small organ as the
¦
.
ear.
'

r_ k .J.
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Gardfer ColbyV
Grandson Gives
Desk to College
A mahogany desk has been presented to Colby by James J. Walr
worth of Branfprd ,. Connecticut, the
jgrandson of Gard/rier Colby, for
whom this college was named near
the end of the; Civil "War. The .desk
was used by Gard/ner Colby in, his
Newton penter home for many years
until liis death. His fashionable home
was one of the ' showplaces of New: •* ¦¦¦'¦ . '
ton. " ,
Mr: Walworth;, is one of the eight
living grandchildren ¦' of Mr; Colby
who have contributed to the Gardiner Colby, room , number .206 on the
second floor of Robbins Hall. A
painting of Gardiner Colby hangs
jus t outside of President Bixler's
¦
office. ' ' • . ¦•

' '' •
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The Danforth Foundation of St.
Louis, Mo,, , invites applications for
Graduate Fellowships for college
seniors and recent graduates- who are
preparing themselves for a career
of college teaching, and are planning
to enter their first year ' of graduate
study in September, 1954. The Foundation welcomes applicants from all
fields of specialization found in tho
(i
undergraduate' college ,
. These appointments' are primarily
"a relationship of encouragement,"
carrying a promise of financial aid
within proscribed conditions as there
may be need. Students with or, without financial need are invited to apply, as a Danforth Fellow is allowed
to 1 carry other scholarship appointr
ment, such as Fulbrig.it.
All Danforth Follows will , participate in tlio annual Danforfcli Foundation Conference on Teaching, to be
hold at Camp Miniwanoa iri 'Mioliigari
next September. Tho qualifications
of 1 tho candidates are as follows :
Evidence of supbriqr intellectual
ability in college .record,
„ Good record of health and emo¦
. . / A <^r Mmi
tional stability.
7 , .; :'¦ '; ¦;
Outgoing personality and the concern ipr people, essential for suc,\ cessful ' teaching,
v Ghoico of vocation of teaching as
^^^^ \!¥ - ' ••
form!of Christian Servibd.
7 !
ImBI'
'
,;Deop- religious convictions ' anel
growing religious- p'erspootivbs. ;
'
' Notninations aro limited ,t 6 two ,
or at the most throe;'fro'iri"pabh'.' institution. For" . further information
¦
soo Doftri MarrihoV. ¦ ¦'" "
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SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT . . . .

Most lecturers spend their allotted time talking about an. idea, making their points in abstract terms, giving vague examples to demonstrate the thought. Irving Dilliard, the 1953 Lovejoy.Award winner,
who spoke at the All-College . Convocation on November 5, stated
the idea, he proposed to put across to the audience -r— the idea that
we, as American citizens should support and exercise the right of
freedom of expression and of the press. Then he did an unusual thing :
THE COLBY EIGHT , 1953-54 editi on , practices up for their busy year. The members are standin g from left
he practiced what he was preaching.
Beginning with the idea th at freedom of expression is one of our to right , Ron Arthi vy Bo b Blakelock , John King, Rand y Pay ton , John Turner , Brian Olson ; and seated , John
great rights as Americans and the one that Lovejoy became a "martyr Hammond , John Philbrook and Bill Burns.

in supporting and exercising, and then building around the theme
that "the press holds other institutions , and other people up to search- those at Colby have the right formula for that "Building of Men"
ing scrutiny, but it is unwilling to have the same scrutiny applied to process. .
.. .
it self ," Dilliard went on to exercise, himself, this right in aiming very Here are .some items that cause
serious criticism at his own profession.
me to wonder :
1. A football rally, well conceived,
The basis of Dilliard's criticism was the fact that both the journaimportant
listic fraternity, Sigma "Delta Chi, and the American Society of News- was set up for the most
'
¦
State Series football game — and
,
.
——^—1.
paper Editors refused to investigate the validity of the charge that the Homecoming Day at that. Most of 4-———
majo rity of newspapers were not at all objective in the 1952 presi- the Freshman Class were there, but
Since its founding seven years ago,
The Contest for namin g the
of
uptlie Colby . Eight' lias become one of
dential campaign, since they did not allot equal news coverage to the best guess of the number
new literar y magazin e closes on
| the college 's most, popular singing
Eisenhower and Stevenson. Both organizations rejected this, move perclassmen present would be in the j Mon day, November 16th.
exclusive > ' Place your entr y now in thej groups. Made up. of twelve men,
•that would probably lead to criticism of their prof ession, and thus re- neighborhood of 18 or 20,
of the band. They stood' out by not bo>es provided in the Library i four of whom act as subs, the Eight
ject ed a chance to support and exercise freedom of the press.
standing up when the Freshmen did, | and the Unions.
! has sung at school functions and
Mr. Dilliard' s lecture at Colby was a means to the end of reassert- at-the call of the President, Yesj- 18 ) .77 • ¦ ' ¦ :. . . ¦ ' ' ' • ¦" ¦ .!• '¦ ¦ . ' , -'. ' : '! • ' ' ':•,!„ • ,!!, ' concert s, touring with the Glee Club
arid appearing in all the major
ing their reluctance to self-criticism' to these organizations. Some stu- or 20 out of seine 600 or 7O0 stucities
along the Eastern seacoast. For
dents
!
dents here who heard the lecture were indifferent to it; mostly bethe
past
three years:the group has
s
discussion
brought
2.
Next
day '
cause, being, aimed at something .beyond them, it included lists of
sung oh radio and television proout the fact that, the , magnificent
names and organizations which meant nothing to these students. But
grams in Washington, Albany, Hart^
sum of two (2) faculty members,
they did not seem to realize the significance 'of the lecture.
ford, Boston, and New York City.
Miss
Frances
that
besides the President attended
Coming from Texas ,
The CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR picked up the story of so called Rally. How many on your Benge is another new professor to Although the Eight has sung twice
join the Colby family. Miss Benge on campus this year, first at the
the address and printed it, along with a feature on Colby based on the faculty ? . '
teaches
Spanish and has an extensive: Parent's Weekend Luncheon and
After
This
really
distressed!
me
:
3.
morning,
and
has
asked
for
copies
of
the
lecture.
Lovejoy story, next
background in the subject , having then at the Harvest Moon Ball, most
with
the
that
Colby
team,
way
the
The address will be reprinted in the NIEMAN REPORTS, organ of
terribly low number of extra men on done graduate work at the; Univer- of their tirile has been spent orientthe Nieman Foundation, for journalists, at Harvard. There can be no
the bench, fought their hearts out sities of California, and Mexico.- She ing five new members to the standdoubt that Sigma Delta Chi and the American Society of Newspaper against most discouraging odds, to was the first , woman to receive a ard repertoire. This job is finished ,
Editors will give serious consideration to what Dilliard has said hefe. see the Maine boys take the goal doctorate in Philosophy and Letters arid now their . threera-week rehear¦
sals i are spent; learning new songs
'¦¦ > _
posts down without, apparently, a from the University of Mexico.
at Colby. !.
77. ' •
arid
brushing! up' on the standards.
;
Colby
man
in
the
bleachers
single
EveThe article in the Saturday
Dilliard came here to receive the Lovejoy Award and to give a lecJohn:
Hammond, ; director, and John
hand
to
get
go
of
his
girl's
letting
, brriught Colby to
ture. He added another purpose to these, one that may lead to con- a gang together and give the Maine ning Post firstattention
buisness: manager, write
Pliilbroq_v
and as she
Miss Benge's
crete results and perhaps even to history in the field of journalism. boys an argument. The goal posts had never been to New England, she the arrangements for . tlie , group. To
their present repertoire; which, inHe also gave us something to think about : are we appreciating and can be replaced easily enough but decided to come here; ,; ,,
H. C. please tell me where that "Fight, • Mis Benge stated that' Spanish is cludes favorite s like - 'Mood Indigo,".
taking advantage of our right to freedom of the press?
Colby, Fight" spirit has gone, or is becoming more inportan t , commer- "Aura Lee,'^>iid7 ^Tixa Halls of
~~
¦¦ ¦;
that meant only for- that small squad cially. More and more American en- Ivy, '' they, a-re adding "Blue Room,"
*
up s e t . . . .
"Shine On, ]EIarvest Mrion/V and
in uniform and the
fine
¦ coaching terprises are opening offices in South
In the upset of the year, the faculty of this institution for education staff ? •
others.
Next Week they will!appear
, ' . ' ¦ ' ¦' ¦
America, with positions for business
in
two
concerts/, biie.: nit the _?aimdecided Wednesday to abandon the pretext of imitating a liberal arts
4. Editor, if you are not tod young men and engineers,* There are many
ington
State
Teachers,; College :»nd
college. The reading period is out. Now we can look, and with a tear would you believe that it would, be opportunities in these countries for
another
at
business
convention in
a
in our eye at , what might have been . . . a chance for students to possible- in trio olden days for the. college • graduates who have a knowWaterville.
;
.7
;" , - , ! ; ;jv? '
Maine boys to capture YBLOG and ledge of Spanish,
feel that they have had an adequate education, along progressive
even take him for a few minutes Besides teaching, Miss .Benge is . Their plans for this, year's tours,
methods.
stop over onto the Maine side ? This interested in creating friendly and which will ¦come soon after :i the
The class of '54 can -well feel that it has been had. This change will suggests ! Are we . building . Colby
cultural relationships!with the Spa- Ghristnias rocessj, .includes concerts
¦ ¦'
"
MEN
or
aren
w
e?
't
.
for
action
was
final.
We
can
onl
blame
thisnot go through this year,
y
nish coutries. Pan .American, with at , major Eastern colleges and in
5. After the Rally ( P) in the Field an emphasis^ on folk lore,, helps peoT and around New York. This year 's
the necessity for quick action on the idea's abandonment. But next
House
I visited one of the Frater- pie understand the Spanish-customs , tour , unlike , those in th'6 past ,, will
year, it will be a different story. This paper hopes the instructors will
nity Houses. I understood it was to Stxident and , teaoher ¦; exchange is al- not , bo taken with
the Glee Olub.
be told by whatever powers there be that dictate to instructors "Look ,
be "Open House" in them all but , so an important factor ; in bringing
this year, we're going to have the reading period. Plan your course- brother, one was enough ! Oolby America and the Spanish world to- Available for social .functions and
¦¦
private parties, the Eight has made
accordingly."
men (br ihould I say boys) and tlio gether. .¦;.
; , ' •¦7 (¦ "¦. ¦' ¦,,;
.
Without this move, now that the issue has come into the open , nq Colby womon or girls (take 7 your Among other places; Miss Bongo an/'LP recording of 'their 1052-195^
one from , Colby will be able to look their counterparts from other col- choice) wore Tallying alright —- ap- lias taught at . the University, of program , coypled with songs , of the
parently to danco , • to eat,; .and I
leges in the eye. Until something progressive is done in this direction , guess to drink cokes -~ or something Oklahoma, Un1 iversity, of Florida^ Oolbyotto's. Gbpies of,thi s, record may
the name of Dr. Greene; the word cpnvocationj and any mention of else, possibly hot chocolate 11-,-, -. --* Colorado State College, arid she was be obtained from John Harhmdnd or
visiting, specialist of , Spanish-Amer(¦ v
higher education ,will be in bad taste-in conversation atcplby. D. E. Perhaps tho food would help some ican literature at Whitman College John Philbrook . ,
to givo tliont additional stamina so in Washington ;
. ';
7
,
Ho is not alone in his feelings . thoy could "Fight , ColbyJ Fight'? tho
8omo of us old , fellors; find tho. sit- next day from the bloaohorfl !I :
0. I know I'm old-fashioned and , handP !Ye Gods; had;;we; beon!that [ the oracle wants homeuation equally confusing. FiTSt,
;
comin g AND ''SLOOP HERO
November 6, 1958 please understand I'm not one of of' 1' course|!/X; appreciate ,thaj i times soft back in,those blden ' days weld
FOR THE
'
into the Kennebec FIRE'V PICTURES
tho . Alumni who insists that ' tho have - oharigocl! in* i 40: yqtirp 7V- but have , boon thrown
To the Editor of the Colby Echo :
¦
" ' .¦ .7/ ' .V.-V " ¦ ' .- . ¦; :\ v-t , ' <
BOOK
,
/;
'
'5*
; own Classmates)
I note tho Pago Seven Column of Oolby toa-n win every gamo" or,;saclly Editor ,' H tisic ybu , am 'I;jusfcifloclyor ;by.-yOur.
¦¦
!' : sw- -;i !•!¦:; w '! ' ' " 7 ^77 . ;, <V-r ' "
'
grbaWywisiirprisod
'
'$oi£j
'
down,
lot
Win
or
ioso
at
oeing
dumUH
mo
Wio^'build:
i0
entitled
J
your October; SOtlv , issue ,
; iriipbrtarit when Ii noticed in one snbjrt; W<^fond! .thftt' -Jsbn^bthing.-mu st ' be wrong sonio- $1.25' PAID : FOR EACH-SHOT
;
"A Freshman Views; Varsity7 Foot- ing of Men" is far moro
¦
7„ 77 ¦!"! :7,^ .;!iJ SEp,77'!^ *'V : 7. 7. '
litorally/ 'dpz ons of! Cqlby^moiv wallc- ¦y K$$$i^
. ''«: . . ;¦/::7;7, , .;7^77
ball. " I don't wonder -the poor frosli- to mo. , '
800 Elllo Larnotf (Woodma n)
man .is confused and "oan?t,Jiolp go- After spending last weolcend' 'on , ing around that beautiful ; campus "—and a decent size Football Squad¦; I
„ or Loo Fernando * (KDP)
in broad daylight,' in , tho!inline of , H ;; irt:.^k$7W. ,vHuseey>-'13'
ing ' away f rom tho . gamoB; fooling or in tho neighborhood of 'Mayflower
,!
¦:
¦
'
'•' .
' : , North Berwick,' Main e
tliat something is greatly Jacking," Hill , I'm beginning 'to ' wonder if tho forenoon , hanging on to a girl 's

Golby 8 Plans Tour
Of Eastern Colleges
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"{Who sp eaks F or Mem!'

AsBoof oQfMear
WHO SPEAKS FOR MAN ? by
Norman Cou s ins was ch osen as the
Colby Book-of-the-Year for 1953-54
by the students and faculty coihmittee. Cousins, 7-who has visited
many of the, focus points of pre sent
times -— Germany, Washington, Korea , India , China, Hiroshima, Bikini; Oak Ridge — and has witnessed
the trouble centered in these places,
was among the honored guest
speakers at the - Colby. Convocation
last spring.-His book points a way
out of modern man's futile, squirrelcage existence7on both , the personal
and international levels:
"Here, is a big book,"; says the
blurb ori the jacket , ^''big in theme,
in approach; in reader interest. Big
in v tkeme because it; illuminates the
central problems of our day. Big in
approach because Norman Cousins
shows an unusual awareness of the
basic . reactions of many races tb
world issues, Big in reader interest

because it is at once a significant
commentary on our time and a
vivid personal oddyssey .that has
taken the author to the places where
history has been most urgently in
the making."
His "approaches vary from speculations made ten thousand feet above
the earth, where the mind escapes
the ' petty and the humdrum , to tape
recorded interviews with India 's
Nehru ; from stories, dialogues, det ailed rep or t age, to . political argument." The whole book , is' an argument "not merely an argument for
world government . . . but; for a
certain kind of world government
. „ . a n argument ¦for the cause of
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7 Copies of WHO SPEAKS ' FOR
MAN ? are on sale in the College.
Bookstore. The hard cover edition
sells for $3.50 plus costs ; the paper
cover edition for $1.25. The book is
also available in the reserve room.
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The July . edition of Banta's Greek
Exchange, an interfraternity magazine, featured : an article oh Colby
College and its fraternities. -The
article^ "A .New Dress for Old Colby ", was prepared by Colby'.s .'director of Public ' Relations , Dick Dyer>
. Mr. Dyer first discussed; Dr.
Franklin Jolinson's • "Venture of
Faith". Dr. Johnson is primarily responsible for the moving of. Colby
from tlie other side of the railroad
tracks to its present location on
Mayflower Hill. This tremendous
task faced him six months after he
took.office. At that time he received
an announcement from a survey of
Maine's' educational facilities stating that , before any more capital
would bie invested , the location of
the campus should be changed. The
time was not appropriate for, donors.
The depression of '29 made many
potential donors financially unable
to aid the college. Others,wh o had
made verbal pledges were prevented
from fulfillin g their obligations by
death t or accident. Then the city of
Augusta made a bid "for the location
of the college in that city. The citizens of Waterville were furious.
Funds were raised for the purchase
of Mayflower Hill and Jens F.
Larsen was engaged as architect .
Colby had' passed its first crisis.
It had its site,- but no buildings.
The first , Lorimer Chapel, was a
gift of George H. Lorimer, editor
of The Saturday Evening Post, as
a memorial to his father, the Reverend George G. Lorimer. Next was
the Miller Library, a gift of Merton
L. Miller, 90, and Roberts Union .
The campaign for donations continued . Today twenty-two buildings
stand on Mayflower Hill. Dr. Johnson's "Venture of Faith" has been
realized.
Mr . Dyer next turned the discussion to the fraternities on campus.
When Colby was moved there was
a great deal of campaigning for the
abolition of Greek letter organizations on the new campus. Dr. Johnson said that "This . college throughout its long history has been committed to the idea that fraternities
furnish a valuable part of our social
structure, " The opposition was in
the minority, and consequently we
see today eight, fraternities on the
Colby campus. There are also four
sororities of which Signia Kappa has
the distinction of being founded at
Colby in 1874. There are six fraternity houses ; all but LCA and KDR
have built houses. In each - case the
college lent a certain per cent of tho
building cost to the fraternities
who built their own uqartors .
Approximately fifty per cent of
the mem and forty-five per cent of
the women belong to Greek letter
organizations. The fraternal organizations at Colby have proved to be
a part of the college life with interests parallel to those of the college.

Jon Adams, speaking on ''Where
Do We Go From Here", won the
first prize iri the Hamlin Pize Speaking Contest. The second prize was
awarded to Eleanor Duckworth; The
contest, which was open to freshmen only, was presided over by Prof essor Cecil Collins , with Professor
Lucille Pinette, Pro f esso r Frances
R. 'Bliss and Mr. William Milton
acting as judges.
Adam 's speech was concerned with
the' con dit ions o f th e moder n s t age
and drama o n bo th th e pr o f ess i onal
and co llege lev el ,
Speaking on "Coventry ", Miss
Duckworth told of the courage and
faith of the people of Coventry,
England , in . withstanding German
air raids during World War II, and
in rebuilding their cathedral after
the war .
The two other contestants were
Russell Higgens and C. Frederick
Wilson . Mr.. Hi ggens spoke on "Can
World Peace Be Acheived . In Our
Time?" and Mr. Wilson on "The
Superiority of This Freshman Class."

'54 Capts. To Be
Vamed at Banquet
The annual football banquet, in
honor of this years squad , will be
held this Tuesday evening, November 17, at 6 :15 p.m. in Roberts Union. Mr. Williams will act as master
of ceremonies and Le has announced
that a noted sports figure will be the
principal speaker.
The- entire football squad , along
with the coaching staff is invited to
attend. The highlights of the evening will be the announcement of
next year's captain and the presentation of the letters and sweaters
to the deserving players. Also the
Wadsworth Award will be presented
to this year 's most valuable player.
This award was inaugurated in 1950
and goes amrually to the player who
is voted the most valuable player.
The recipients of the award in the
past have been diet Harrington;
class '51, Carlton Reed, class '53,
and George Bazer, class '53.

The second annual Military Ball,
sponsored by the Colby ROTO, will
be held on November . 20 , in the
Women's Union Gym . Jimmy Hanson's Orchestra will be playing for
the second consecutive year: The
cadet officers have elected a girl,
whose name will be announced at
the Ball, to be Honorary Cadet Colonel. During intermission the Cadet
Drill Team will per f or m .
This year the Military Ball has
become a Class A function which
means 1:30 permission for girls ;
and men who are not in ROTO are
also invited.

Mt. Lakes' Group
Aids Landscaping
A group of Colby students and
alumni who have attended the Mt.
Lakes (New Jersey) High School
have made a donation to further the
landscaping activity on campus.
Mrs. John Capen of Boonton , New
Jersey, has organized his move to
present the college with 1,000 Dutch
flower bulbs.
These bulbs ' have been planted
around Johnson Pond under the direction of Mrs. A. Galen Eustis,
wife of Colby's vice president,, and
Ansel Grindle, Department of Buildings and Grounds.
The donors of the bulbs include :
Jean Beauchamp, '49, (Mrs.* A. L.
Johnsrad , Jr.); Sally Beauchamp,
'53, (Mrs. K. T. Evans, Jr.); Susan
Capen, '55; Thomas . Brocken,. '57 ;
Halsey A. Frederick ,, Jr., '40 ;' Peter
L. Salmon, '53; and Betsey Smart,
'52, (Mrs. T .' - .W. Mercian, Jr.).

Procurem 't Team
Seeks Air Cadet s

An aviation cadet procurement
team will be at Colby from Nov. 17
through Nov . 20. The team,, consisting of three Air Force officers from
Grenier Air Force Base, Manchester,
N .' H., will establish headquarters
in Room 204 of the Keyes Building
for the purpose of answering questions and settling problems of nonAFROTC upperclassmen. There are
new opportunities i» the service for
these students since now persons
who have 20-50 vision can qualify
John Franklin McCoy, a second- for such jobs as observers, navigayear student in the graduate division tion bombardiers and electronics
of Wharton School of Commerce and engineers.
Finance at the University of Pennsylvania, has been awarded the Gulf
Fellowship in Easiness Adminstration , . The award, given annually,
pays $1,000 in cash and up, to <f>0Q On Monday, November 16th, at
in tuition, It is made available by 4 :15 p.m., there will be a meeting
the . Gnlf Oil Company in order to of all freshman and varsity candi"contribute to tho encouragement dates for the Winter Track Season.
of able and ambitious scholars. "
All events will be included. The most
Mr. McCoy, who is majoring in outstanding participents will go to
Industrial Management at the school the Knights of Columbus Meet in
is a native of Watorvillo and grad- Boston on January 16. Come out and
uated from Waterville High School make the team . All positions in- all
in the class of 1948. He is also a events are open, to candidates.
At the Student Council meeting, graduate of Colby, class of 1952,
the Election (Committee reported where lie majored in history and was
ST. AMAND'S
that Tom Collins , Bruce MaoFarland , a'.'D.'K.'E.
Jim Rogers , and Stuart Goodwin
Barb er Shop
have been elected , as Frosh Student
.'.- 8 Barbers
est m extra-curricular activities .
Council representatives, ,
37 Tomplo. Stroot
i. The Infirmary Committee , and IFA There would be a subsequent celeWATERVILLE
MAINE \
are getting a library of books and bration announcing , all the results .
A friendly warning (Iron fist in a
magazines for those in the infirmary.
Be on the alert for ' a, questionaire velvet glove) has boon issued by
'
¦'
'
on Hassing, To improve ' it , we must ,tbo telephone company. If any more ' . ' ¦' ' v ' ' ' ¦ ¦ ¦ • ; ¦ • ' ' ¦ : ' ' ' ' ' "' ' !
slugs and/or pennies are found in
have your opinions; , !'
Rollins-Dunham Co.
the
Blue
'phonos, v thoy will bo removed
The
Key*; ' Cap/ and Gown
HARDWARE
proposal was discussed. ; The idea is with no questions asked . Ono in¦' ' ¦' ¦¦';: ¦ ¦ ' ¦ ¦
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day
in
of
this
arid
MIGHT
bo
your
stance
it
tho Spring on
to have one
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which all officers of ¦all olubs would telephone — four perinies saved >are
HOUSEWARES
be elected, Campaigning and nomi- riot worth it; Judiciary notion will :^ ,:: : ^ ' .:: , , . . . . . ,. -. , v : . ¦ . - , :. ¦:
nating would be done 1 bef ore h and in bo taken , arid there7 are fines for :
WESTINGHOUSE
the! usual manner ,;7iinli'thpn there tampering with public ,machines, ;
Cashing bad checks in the Bookwould bo ono day on;;\yhioh the' pollAPPLIANCES 7
,
in g would take plac6 ,at one looa- store is also a Judiciary - offense;
; !
'
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^;Vfe
end
of
a
cheek
tion. Tho idea behind'tnis proposal is and may cause the
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-l_H; ' • ' ¦ - ' - - - - • - ¦ ' ¦ ' " ' ' - "', ' ¦ : ¦ ;
to ..increase school spirit , and inter- cashing service, • -

1952 Colby Grad
Wins Gulf Award

Track Notice
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do you want to, earn some fas t easy
money? Dave Sortor pays a minimum of $22.00 - for one kiss. Act
fast ; this offer is' for a limited time
only. . ¦ . ' . ' . '¦; ¦} .' ¦ >y ;' - . < - .

Sororit y news
TRI DELt NEWS

fraternit y Nps
¦fAtt ^^ tA^H j ^EWS

'
. ••

'
. '; ' ; 7 '•

., Here is the fall summery and winter forecast for,' sports in D. K. E.
Contributions tb, John Jacobs, and
Larry Pugh on their contribution to
the pigskin parade..
The inter-fraternity football championship is .between the iron men of
Xi and vour next door neighbors.
Winter sports will see Scott Foster and John Ziegler, out for basketball ; Dean Berry, Charlie Brown,
Bob Caryer and Harry Wey ragging
the puck for the hockey team ; and
Dave Sortor and. Fred. Moorelouse
sweating on the wrestling mats ;
Don't look in and wonder people,
it's only Wally Ward chin-sacking.
Many thanks to the Tau Delts for
helping make last Saturday night's
gathering a success!
ODE TO THE D R U N K E N DICE'S
The horse and mule live thirty years
And nothing known of wines; and
¦. J
. beers.
The goat and sheep at twenty die
And never taste of Scotch and Rye.
The co\vs drink water by the ton
And at eighteen are mostly done.
The dog at fifteen cashes in
Without the aid of Rum or Gin.
The cat in milk and water soaks
And then at twelve short years it
croaks.
The modest;, sober , bone-dry,
They sinless live and sinless die.
But sinfull , Ginfull, Rum-soaked
men
Survives for three score years and
ten .

The past five weekdays the . house
was surprisingly quiet. Exams 1 But
when the weekend rolled around the
house was not so surprising ! Saturday noon the boomerang was thrown
and Mr. Fisher entertained in high
New York style. By ' the ; fire was
found Mr. President and the first
lady of the house, accompanied by a
fish , a selection of Vita-rCraft, and
the soft words of a recuperating
Bowdoin man . Soon wet clothes, with
peo ple in similiar condition, joined a
usual "hit of the week" Tau belt
party .
As the boomerang rolled on it
carried with it our famed friends
the Dekes, and brought all eighty to
the Saturday night meeting. Words
about the party will not be repeated
here as the author can. not remember them. Thus, Che boomerang came
back, "hitting many over the head."
: Sunday found the brothers with
Dona and Ziggy — only the "Kibutzen" made a hit. »
**¦
. The Knights of King Arthur's
Court . (Part One)
Ben Duce — Someday thou mayest
be caught by thy candid camera!
Steve Benson — "Behold the Congregation". ¦
Chugger Rhodes — Thy steed be
worth a hundred —¦ I walkest with
thee.
ATO NEWS
Dick Abedon — Hast thine Polly a
Let s get right down to bare facts
Cracker?
for a change; First of all , A . T. O.
E. P. Mac. — Lancelot too felt would
like to express its deepest
¦
the tug of Women .
regrets upon hearing of the tragic
Don Kuppersmith — Knowest
fate of state witnesses Don Rice and
thine hands the fear of pigskin ?
David '"Scarface" Roberts. Both reALPHA DELTA PI
Bronc Pllman — Rome built CaeWhile the football team is out sar an Empire,, your brothers ask ceived time bombs in the mail , compliments of the James and Rainplay ing on this dreary, cold, Water- only a house.
bow . Last respects were paid at the
i
is
ville day, I will sit here where t
house
Tuesday, - before the bodies
soronice and warm and write the
DKE
NEWS
were
committed
to Johnson Pond ,
could
rity column. I knew that I
"Dingle, Dingle, Little Bell"
the
A.
T
O.
.
"happy hunting ",
job.
find something good about this
¦ first. HomeA
little
past
news
.
ground.
The Alpha Delts have planned
coming brought Bob. Gordon and he
The tragedy followed a very gay
(roughly) their social calendar for
in
turn
brought
package
of
a
little
weekend
party, sponsored and probthe next few months. For the bene- joy from Parks Diner to please sevably
paid,
for by Ed-i Hatch , whose
fit of . the Sisters and all concerned,
eral
of
the
boys
in
the
house.
Let's
name
recently
appeared in the Newit is as follows. On Tuesday , Novemall
give
the
boys
(Clapapplause.
ton
Upper
Falls
social register. The
ber 17, Mr . and Mrs . Kellenberger
clap.)
football
boys
led
by Bob "Ginger "
,
will spend the evening with us. An
Three
stages
in
the
life
of
a
Delce
:
Sheerin
were
out
in full force to
after dinner coffee will be served in
l.Tri-Weeldy
'
(
celebrate
the
fine
win
over Bates.
Foss Hall. Wednesday,- November
2
Try-Weekly
.
Notable
by
his
limp
was
the old sage
19, is the day of the Powder Puff
3, Try-Weakly
Marchand, who was taken over at
semi-finals. I've heard rumors that
The compliments of the house,
the third floor 's Saturday 's hero.
if the Alpha Delts make the finals
- .; Dutton is limping too, but en
Go
to
a
man
called
"Mouse
"
the
in the football league on November
During the weekend when they whole, smiles were the feature of
21, the A. D. Pi mascot, "Pjtdo ",
were alone,
the evening, Not so with Rosen ,
will be there. On Sunday , November
He
dropped
his
pin
to
his
own
Zambello, and Sirakides who will
22, pledg ing will be held at 2 :00 in
"Dear
Joan.
"
soon
be, seen walking about campus,
the afternoon. Shortly after pledgInnocent
bystander.
Berry
Dean
hooking
with, either hand. Here?s a
ing, the Alpha Delta Pi's are sponwas critically injured' by a fast mov- good place to say that I agree whole
soring a Panhellenic tea in honor of
ing fire engine at the Maine game heartedly with last week's Echo
Mrs . Fortuine. A pledge reception
(Deke Float).
column on school spirit. It was also a
Will be hold Tuesday, December 1st.
'slid thing for me when I heard
And
finally,
to
end
the
past
news,
that
Marilyn and Jean will show movies
wo ask Anni Bannahi if she had a someone , had confiscated all . the
of the Banff Convention at this
good time.
. .' . . . ' <. ' > musical instruments on campus Sattime. The Ways and Means Commit¦•'.
News
of
the
present
is
— Girls ; urday morning.,
^
•
tee, headed by Ray, has announced
Alfano
went
home
and
hasn
't been
be
a
Rummage
Sale
will
that there
Sandy Pierson Anderson and Debbie
somewhere in Waterville (destina- Brush , '52, and Joanie Roqney and heard from as yet j Moore wont stag,
tion still unknown) on December 5. Betty Chilson , '53, back for Homo-' Rollins is still looking for a way t o
get around the , "campus " rilling, R.
¦, , ,
On,,Thursday, December 10, the Al- corning. 7
..
Davis
went t° Maine in soaroli for
pha Delts and their dates will be Miss Pat Soh oonf elder, Sigma
that
"nice
girl"; Tom wont with
Christmas
Supper
and
feted to a
Kappa National Traveling Secretary
him
,
Thurston
, Carlson , Wyman and
dance in , Dunri Loungo . The Food "lived it up" with the rest, of us
Clyde
are
still
very much alive .
and Knit sale will bo held downtown homecoming. But after the weekend
Remember
.
—
where
ignorance -is
on Saturday, December 12th. The was over she got down to business
' folly to be wise. ¦ > ,
bliss
'tis
,
.
money from the two sales will go with us at two meetings and mot
'
toward s our National Service pro- with the officers individually, bringject of helping . crippled children. ing news and ideas from the other
D. U
In the 1 post few weeks it seems
Hope all the Sisters are working in- Sigma Chapters,
' dustriously on their "little things" Gig and Joanne have been , taking that this column has been' devoted
for the sale, v
the Waterville ninth graders in hand to a great deal of non-sonsioal cliat• On the latest returns from the while thoy practice teaoh in English tor and gibberish which - was really
magazine drive , the Seniors' headed eyery weekday afternoon , Someone very ridiculous. -This week we intend
by Carol Barton, are way but front. should ', toll Babs that hor,A lovely to depart to our reading public the
"Never let it bo said' wo suffer from dozen rosos ' from the Lambda ; Qii's news in a more serious vein.4
From the -most Fascinating News
tho well-known Senior Slump. .
are dying and rIio can press, them
;,. '¦ 7 '¦ of the week department :;;Brother
now.' v ..// , . ' ¦ ' .;¦ ' ) \. - ,
for, Bip woei ' .' found in the third floor
SIGMA KAPPA NEWS Hope everyone is getting ready
his Sociology:¦', '%•¦ Tho
,
tlio;
Powder
Puff
football,
contest olosot 'reading
I-Iomoooming came and went and
'
left several Sigmas on pink ' clouds coining up soon. Wo; Sigma 's; inay Cultural_ ; History and Anoiorit, Prac:
for awhile ±-¦.-; especially Shirley bo slow at . catching on to the. game tice of Patohing Rubber:!Bpots ! . . .
Adams who is sporting a Phi Dolt but all this stiffness , can't he for congratulations.to you Brother J3. —
pin now. Congratulations Shirley nothing. We'll learn — 'w ait , n-rid hut next tj rho look the., door. 7 7
v
Fr om ', Inpiclontal Intelligence! last
.
and Jake. Wo wore glad ; to soo soo ! "7 ;; "' , ';;. ' A' ' , ' , , 7, : - !' ,,; ''
^
Those Tri Delts you've seen hobbling across campus are our .gals on
the football team . They'r e jus t a
little lame from, practice, but all
have decided that football, powder
puff style, is the best.' "'Many thanks
to Jack King, ou r coac h, for all his
patience and help. It has been lots
' •
of fun ! '
We can now breath a sigh of relief after the various mishaps we
have had lately. Ann Dillingham
deserves oodles of credit for painting 45 feet of waves— twice. The
first ones went up in smoke one
morning last week — purely by accident, however, and our shipment
of goldfish , coming from Boston , decided to see the world before visiting Colby.
Our newest project this year , the
oyster, presented . a few difficulties
which were overcome by a quarter's
worth of chicken wire, soriie fence
cutting, and walking tho main street
of Waterville one rainy evening for
material for the finishing touches.
, Congratulations are in order for
Judy Jenkins who will be. Mrs.
Frank Totman very, very soon. In
fact, the big day will , be tomorrow,
November 14th.; After Frank goes
o verseas , J. J. will . be back with us.
Best wishes, kids ! : •
Don't forget, Deltas, keep knitting those socks. The Sock Sale is
just around the corner.
Thanks again , Pete, if or the oyster
&— most "commenda ble "!

'

.' : .

¦ ' i;

' '

Saturday night the house received
a gift from the Maine Fish" and Game
DIAMBR fS
Society, '. —. -a 600 pound humming
Meals for the Student
bird flown in from Boothbay Harbor Excellent
at
a
price
he can . afford to pay
. . .' All the brothers were'; present Italian Sandwichs
& Spaghetti
for the , presentation .
Waterville v
Main St.
. Congratulations to all the Brothers in their! efforts in ¦the Barn
Dance . .';. it was one of the quietest
and most thoroughly enjoyable evenings , in a long while — the cheery
!
Barber Shop and
fireside, smiling faces and the one
man band made it the hit of the ;. .: . ' Beauty Parlor
;
season. ¦' ;
'
TEL. 680
148 MAIN STi J
All the Brothers in the house tak- I
ing Practical Physics 976r967 were
amazed to find out that if the Eiffle
Tower were submersed in a bucket
of orange juice, it would displace
STATIONERS
exactly the weight of three large |
170 Main Street
elephants (under normal atmosphe- |
ric pressure).
MAINE
WATERVILLE
Well , that's all for now. kiddies—:your Uncle Fred has to" be off —
but may . I leave with- this thought
. .N . three is better than one before
v
the dawn .

;;;;
giguere' s : : :!|

'

L. A. C. NEWS

Back to writing the column —
ju st a. few things to mention — we
were glad to see Ro, George and
F. K. 'HI back for Homecoming.
All the Brothers wish to extend
their thanks to the K. D. R.'s f or
the . big blaze .they had —
Tiger Jamieson has taken a short
leave of absence.
Junie lived it up in the big city —
we were n 't able to live it up that
much here.
. ' •. .
"When a Young Man 's Fancy
Turns To Love."
• A young man , waiting to make
his girl friend extremely happy on
her birthday, decided to buy her a
very nice present. The gentleman
purchased a fine pair of gloves which
he had wrapped and sent. The clerk
mixed the packages and sent a pair
of panties to the girl friend with the
following note—
Darling, — T bought you these in
hopes that they will make you very
happy on your birthday . I hope .they
are the right size, but you will be
able to tell when you try them on.
I should like to be the first to see
you wearing them as I believe that
I would appreciate them more than
anyone.
- ,
P. S. When you wash them be sure
to blow in them so as to make, them
fit well when you wear them again.
Anonymously, written.

Bixler Will Speak
To Football Club

156 - 158 Main Street
Gives the Colby Student
SHOE R E P A I R I N G and DYING
Quality Service - One Day Service
For your convenience will deliver
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The New Puritan
Resta urant , Inc.

ALL ELECTRIC COOK ING

„ Our Kitchen is Open for
Inspootion at AH Timoa
WATERVILLE
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On Tuesday, November i 17, President Bixler will speak to the Touchdown Club at the Yale Club in New
York City, Mr. Bryan has arranged
to have our president represent the
Main, Colleges and to give a ten
minute talk to the first club of
football men in this country .
, The purposes of !|the club are as1
fallows :
"To promote the heist interests ' of
the game of football ; to foster and
promote good sportsmenship, particularly in football , and to,foster social activities , arid frieridsliip among
graduate members of American University and football teams;" . ,
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Telephone 523
242 Main Street
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By H E R B ADAMS

'

It's all over. The 1953 gridiron season was far from the greatest for
Colby 's White Mlues; surprising to some, disappoin ting to . others. It
just .wasn't our season for sensational victories, or dramatic upsets.
However, it has left a mark in the football annals at Colby whi ch will
prob ably never b e dup licated. And this is not a shameful mark j on the
contrary, those who helped carve it can feel more than justified in accepting a rose wreath for their work.

If you were among the loyal few who witnessed last week's water
soaked display of sheer valor, prowess, arid courage, you don 't Have to
be told wh y. this year's club deserves a school-wide round of applause.
It isn't so much that they won that makes them worthy, or that they,
came from behind to do it. It goes deeper than that and. no spectator ,
no reporter, riot even a coach- can begin to explain what it is unless.he
can also explain that sensation of a locker-room after such a game. No,
you can 't explain why these boVs are worthy, unless you can first explain a mud splattered mass of football gear, a silent pile of vacant
helme t s, and the looks on the faces of two dozen human beings as they
peel their way out of them. Some, of their bodies are bleeding, some
limp ing, a few p ale from na usea, and all of them are numb from the
freezing rain and the incessant beating of bod y agains t b ody, bod y
against ground. They move slowly, one by one, into the shower room.
They stand under the good water, warm water, and watch tne filth
and dir t run fin ally off them and into the drain. One discovers a gash
in his shin , another washe s the mu d out of a br u ise on his cheek , and
all around are swollen fingers , taped ankles. When one can explain
t his forest of men , who stand silent in this steam-filled shower room,
when one can explain their ri ch, deep sense of satisfaction . . ¦'. then
one cari also explain why they ar e wor thy of a mighty ovation. If
you're looking for spirit , my friend , there it is! That's the kind of
spirit that knocks certain four line editorials into a cocked hat.
Sure its emotional and sentimental, and why not? There is a great
deal more to a football club than so many pounds and so many uniforrtis. Although I've said it before , I'll say it again : as long as teams
—any team-—are made up of human beings, it will require more than
statistics t o explain them, their merits , or their achievement. It's all
over,: -but not all forgotten.

Five of the six returning lettermen in varsity basketball: Dino Sirakides, Bill Rosen , Louis Zamdello, B ill
Photo by Stone
Schiebe, Tony Jabar with Coach Williams.

Colb y Splashes
Bates 13-12

Baby Mules Drop ' L0OKiN! @!!
Game To -ML' M: A.

Severns Field , Nov. 7, 1953. Today; hefore a Teacher's Day crowd
of about fifty people on either side
of the field , and the Bates Band, one
of the greatest Maine Series games
of the year was. played. A freezing,
wind-driven rain made- good ball
handling impossible, an d average
tail handling improbable. Neverthele ss, both , teams played their hearts
out ; overcoming all odds to produce
a brand of football that was comparable to any two teams in the
nation.

By Pete Cookshaw '
'
Colby 's Frosh had their undefeated skein come to an abrupt ending
Friday, as they succumbed to an
older and more experienced Maine
Maritime Academy.
. The Baby Mules held the Middies
to a 6-6 tie in the first half, in a
rugged see-saw battle. Maine led
off the scoring in the second period
when Dick Durant took advantage
of a fumble by Tom Collins. Collins
was <hit hard, fumbled , and Durant
recovered in the end zone for the
score. The attempted placement 'was
blocked by Doug Gates. Nifty Neal
Stinniford struck back against the
seamen from Castine, taking a punt
on his own 30 and racing 70 yards
to pay dirt.
Two sustained drives by Maritime
put the game on ice in the final
period. With the ball on the Mules
one foot line, first down and goal
to go, it took the Middies four plays
to cash in their chips. Jock Cutliffe dove over from the one foot
line and followed his six-pointer
with a conversion; Maine recovered
a Colby , fumble on their 30 and
against stubborn opposition , drove
downfield to the Mules' 30, where
Russ Morse broke away around left
end for the sailors' final tally. Their
conversion was blocked by co-captain
of the day, Clancy Harmon,
7The Freshman football season is
now officiall y ended and as far as
the records go, it lias been a.success. The head coaches are .{enthusiastic' ; abbut next year 's state contender which will , ;';'be. bolstered by
this big Frosh squacl. Much credit
must be given to a stellar , coach,
John Cuddeback, who, although he
hasn 't said so, must be disappointed
at not having an undefeated year
after working so diligently. Certainly no one on the sqtutd or the coaching staff-is looking for excuses, but
if anyone in , the student bod y should
wondor Why this powerful Freshman
team lost its last game after, such
a wonderful start , that is, if anypne
knows there is, a Freshman team ,
we will relieve tlieiv inintl. The;Batiy
Mules lost 'npt because-,, of p lack of
talent , bflt, . because of lack of spirit
— your spirit , and to some extent,
:. . '7 7 7'7. '.• ' ;¦ . : ' :.;; ' ;! "¦ ', : , '< ¦ 7I'
oursy !, ;. •

It was a pass toTWmdhorst in the
end zone that gave Colby their first
touchdown and Sheerin's kick made
the score 7-0 early in the game. "But
the Bobcats ,came back with a passing attack and it was; Morton that
took credit for their TD. With the
Anyone who appreciates music and who also appreciates the mec- luck invalid , the Mules left the field
^
hanics of instrumentation would be quick to defend the band's action at halftime with a 7-6 lead. V
in not Appearing* Witli the defenders would also be those who realize
It was a couple of drenched, teams
that
took the field at the close of
the exjp ense involved ia outfitti ng thb band;and those who realize trie
the
halftime
.ceremonies. Their uniempty condition of the band's treasury. Let us suppose that the band
form numbers were different hut
did appear. This would halve been the result : the drum heads (or
their spirit was> the same. The Mules
skins) Would have been soaked and ruined . Not only is this an expense received the kickoff but held the
whicK'ihe band cannot afford , but it also would have meant ho drums hall for only a short time when our
for trie Armistice Day parade. Sousaphohes cost at least $600 per. Lewiston visitors recovered a;fumble
They, with, the baritones and the rest pf the brass would have taken a deep in bur : territory. Another pass
was completed to Morton to give
severe beating. The \ilnd was blowing the rain into trie Colby stands , Bates a 12-7 lead. The attempt for
.
creating a nWe serious situation tnari! that on the Bates side. Anyone the extra point was missed and the
who is hep also realizes that this kind of weather damages reed instru- teams lined up for the kick-off . An
ments often times beyond repair. The music sheets themselves would end over end kick came down the
fiel d and was taken by Sheorin. He
have been completel y, ruined
since many of the bands entries have
hobbled the ball for an instant and
been personally inked to help the budget. Add to these factors the few then Colby 's own "Mr.- Inside " took
selfish and inconsiderate individuals who refused to go "out . in the off aided by a great block thrown
rain " and you have a fairl y complete picture of why the band did by Bruns . Ho out to the outside anil
was allowed to go all ' the way' to
not march.
"
paydirt by tho key ! block ;pf the ^arrie
'
1
For the Records,. %re arc forty active members in the band and as Ihrbwn by a 200 lb; center wHo, hails
I looked around at half dm
certain there was a greater percent- from New Jorsey7 George Dinner¦
¦ ' ' ,{•
7 ' j " ;, '
age of band members braving the chilling afternoon than any other man. . ;.,
organization , social or otherwise. The' Bates Band was there^ that's This ended the scoring hut by !no
true ; but tKey had alread y hired the bus for one thing, arid they had moans ended the excitement that the
¦ 1
massive crowd was about to witness.
y
financial backing for Mother.. !7. ' ' ,7. :. ' . ' , i 7;;.;, '
- 7, ; ,
The waning socbnds; ' injt lio fourth
It seems to me that when an organization as large and las comp lex quarter7 saw the , ! ball on Bates, 45
as a band rushes , to prej aare for the opening all-college assembly;; and yard line and time for just ono more
tireless parades ' throtigli footbaill games and rallies, is packed uricqm- play in tho game. Their quarterback
wbritV bablc to' throw a 7 long7 pass*
fortabiy jint p avbus'for ,400 miles , to; play at an away game, thankless Then , with tlio olook haying already
^
plays at this/eveht; arid that event s rehearses for an annual concert , run put, 0hiun 'ulcAh^a^'d
'.a'!lpng5 ".oije
¦'
¦
M
'
and is constaritly orii tallTfor any college' need, it is quite unfair When down ; field to
or^ofl!\'\ ;tiiaVr.waB
such an organization;!^
criticized for doing what was the !onl y orifU ght on the 15 !yar^' ( ,linp behind
the safety position; and 'tho 'big ond
practical iand sensiblfe thing for thernselyes and for the scho
of " , 'tho i -Bpboata ' _ , broko^.|pr,i.;tl ip^ end
»bn o, Ho wont as/^r^asj Ithe . 'lQv yftrd
: - ; .' :, ,(. ! ' lino boforo ho was fhi&Jljr? ,s|bpppd by
; mira ge £^
*f
Maurice . , '!. Matln ou ,/^
t
^'
*
';
'
¦ ¦
^Liber fy/^Gieanero ,;; v- !vl ;7^iSuinmer St;!. WTf^^ , '^ b-j '. -Wjn 7 that Iookpdi7rivt|oi'!7'dubipus
¦
* '¦ ' * " '" ¦¦ " " '/' ' ¦!'": ' '7!7 ¦'' ¦! * ¦: '. ' ¦ .. ¦: - Kv< - ¦' : ¦ ' •: ':¦ ¦: ¦ .:: •
Int rbdiibos tho nowost arid boot .Dry Cioahliri 0;proooss g^ira h\Q
for,;!a mornont. ' ¦ ' _ '
,
*
*lj
j
-,
*
;
. -. -- ,
v^;^/v^^\-^' * *
sivo
" knowii;" tb\;8blohob.: ;!,to
orodi^' r^^thp w eek : ' !'^h p :.' ' , i!Colby'!;Crdsfl;:C6xmtry r
" ' ^THo^Offon
' ; : . Bath iproob -8i7:M
goes';! ,to7$iGorin , ahd^^t|ieu 7 gets lostjihoii'liaoobnd! mobt^^ ^bf ^it ho soaspn
¦ .. ¦ ¦- •
¦
..
- ¦ ,. ¦ ¦" ¦'
:
k. ¦' ' ; ¦ ii,.;lf. '.-ii '< ;. ,' ¦ .¦•!. «. ' -t' ., *- ¦,•: ,*'. ¦ - • ,-i> - r'" -. - ? " - " "¦ ' .¦' i- .' .-ii. .i '. " > -»• ,. ,..• ; : . ' . .
fi;
-, , !/" . ' '" .' . ¦
to Tj iiwronco High of Fairflold last
tlio dofonsivo honor..!^, ;.!,' , ;^. 7\
It was unfortunate that the band was not on hand to help out , and
at a- hasty glance we might ignorantl y express a bit of resentment , or
hostility toward that organization. It might be wise to set a few disturbed individuals right , and pave the way for future instances of
like nature, should they chance to occur.

^a^r feftqp 'Oiutraiis :
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By Pete Cookshaw

A lot of cripples have been limping around Mayflower Hill lately
with multiple fractures . and discolored eyes. If we look into the
reason for the broken bone situation
other than the Mazemen injuries,
we must look behind the Phi Delt
and- Zete houses, scene of the interfraternity football games. The boys
in question play ball without pads ,
and sometimes with a wicked hangover from the night before, making
fraternity . football a hazzardous
sport . It will be,the function of this
column , throughout the year, , to
keep the fraternities and other interested parties, posted on all intermural sports an d standings of the
teams. \.
' The following' list is' the result
of this year's football season , which
concludes this week with the -championship playoff between ATO and
DKE.
DU's oyer Indies
IiCA's over Zete -.. , !' 1 : !, , .7 i
Tau Delts over, Phi Delts
KDR's over DKE's
ATO's over Dtl
!
Zete's over -Indies ,
Phi Delts over! DU ,
DKE's over Phi Delt's
ATO's over LCA
ICDil over Tau Delt
DKE's over LCA
Zete over Tau Delt' s
;
ATO Over KDB," ¦;, ., . , 7 ; : ;!:' , .
¦
DKE 's over Zete ¦ ' ' ¦'
DKE's over KDR v
Final 4- DKE vs ATO ?
The Intorfraternity Council is now
drawing lip plans for intorfraternity
basketball , rifle, and bowling leagues. ' The following fraternity representatives comprise tho interfrat'erriity council :, Tom Ford , LCA ;
Nat Mille'r r ATO ; Phil Kilmister,
KDR ; Don Mill , Phi Dolt ,- ' Mel
Phillips , DU :j 7Don ;!Wyeth, Zete j
Charh'e Macomber , DKE ; Barry Levbw , Tau , Dolt ; and Herb -V-ams,
Indoponclonts.^
! v .
Next week there will appear an
explanation' of th p.point system by
which fraternity awards are made,
and a listing of annual winners ! of
the Aldbri Cecil, Bpraguo Trophy
since 103.. ' ;"V, '7,- : !. ' . |i ; - ; ¦"' . '.¦..' ¦
Friday by tlie spore df 83-22i Winsipw: of Colby!,plab6d first iii the!moet.
Thb ro^
.Downing,.Bill Harvey, Brian Olson ,
Bob7 Savage ' and • Charles , Landay.
T)ioy piaood Qtlij ' 7th, 9tl»j lltlii and
¦
i^th ;!vospQptively/ ; , , \ . ' ;¦ ; >;,
7! Thorp wil 1 bo n, return moot next
Friday Which ; will be' mil on the
Colby course. ;
;

COLBY ROTC
Continued from Page One
: '. 'Major ' " Samuel E. Corbin and T/
Sgt. Philip 0. Plourde , Squadrons 1
and 4.
Captain Frederick C. Dietz and
M /Sgt . John J. Love — Squadrons
3 and5.
The parade was credited to the

written exposes ' on political machines o'clock , Dilliard began by stating
and bosses, -expressed his ,. opinion: "I am sure that as the years pass^
that political machines are neither the vast difference between the Loveas. strong nor as effective as $hey joy ideal for freedom of the press
Have been in the past. He cited as and the practice of jo urnalism as it
an example- the recent defeat which has developed in the United States
the Republican machine of New Jer- will become only too evident''. He
sey had received. •' . '' ¦
continued to tell the Lovejoy story,
Mr. Dilliard Was guest of honor concluding "I said at the outset that
at a banquet at 6 o'clock. He was I know of no one who is worthy to
* • '. ¦ ' (
tributed in a brief talk by Lpuis hold a fellowship that bears the
< amount of leadership training re- Lyons, head of .the Nieman Found- name of Lovejoy . Let us see how fair
"Good Shoes for
7
short we are of Lovejoy 's ideal of
College.Men and Women " | quired in the AFROTC curriculum. ation at Harvard. Other honored
a fearless and untrammeled press. "
The outstanding squadron , as de- guests included Harold Cross, one of
Then he condemned, tlie" refusal of
termined from ratings given by the the world' s experts in the field of
newspaper
law
and
author
of
the
th
e Sigma Delta Chi journalistic
tactical officers and non-commissionbook
"The
,
People's
ht
to
Rig
fraternity
and the American Soced officers during the parade would
Know"
arid
Dwight
,
Sargent
a
Nieiety
of
Newspaper
Editors to inves,
receive special recognition according
51 Main Street
man
scholar
and
member
tigate
of
the
com,
reports
that
the press had
to lit . Col. Christe. Announcement
Maine
Waterville
mittee
which
selected
Dilliard
as
a
been
prejudiced
during
the 1952
of the selection will be made at the
Lovejoy
Fellow
and
presidential
campaign.
also
a
Colby
He
felt this
Second Annual AFROTC Military
WE EXTEND CREDIT
a valid criticism of the press as he
Ball , to be held Friday, November alumnus.
' _ ' _ _ ¦ ¦ '_ _ _ Y _ J 20hh oh campus.
At the Convocation , held at 8 believes its ideal function is unbiased
>

I

DILLIARD DESIRES
Continued from Page' One
- When asked what effects: "McCarthyism" was having on the press,
he stated he believed the worst result was the tendency.of newspapermen' .to avoid the issue ; thus making
them appear supporters of McCarthyism; ¦ ' .. ,' ¦ ¦
In a personal interview with an
Echo reporter, Mr. Dilliard , who has
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THE COLBY COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
. Salesmen of Student Necessities with
Special Attention to School Supplies
OFFERS AS SPECIAL THIS WEEK
A CHANCE TO VOTE IN THE
PHILIP MORRIS ALL COLLEGE —
ALL AMERICAN FOOTBA LL TEAM
"Another
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Bookstore Specialities "
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In Technicolor
CLARK GABLE
AVA GARDNER
. GRAC E KELLY
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TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY
Rosemary Clooney
\
Lauritz. Melchior
\.
| "TH E STARS ARE SINGING"
. Frank Lovejoy in
|
" THE SYSTEM"
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coastsurvey audit of actaa/ sa/es-in mor e
by a 1953
coast.co-ops and campus stores
tha n 800 college
fro m
to
Yes, for the fifth straight
||
year Chesterfield is the college favorite.
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CHESTERFIELD IS THE 6NLY
CIGARETTE EVER TO GIVE YOU PROOF
QF »-OW
NICOTINE, HIGHEST QUAUTY
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ana^le C0u ^ ^7's s^x leading brands were
lyzed—chemicaUy—and Chesterfield was found
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STARTS SUNDAY
On Our New Giant
; MiRACLE VISION SCREEN
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S U N D A Y - MONOAT " '
Ronald, Reagen Rhonda Fleming
'
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" TROPIC ZONG"
Charles Heston in 7"
"PONY EXPRESS'
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^Starts
^ ^fSunday
nSNovember
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Howard Keel
I Doris Day
"CALAMltY -ANEV
;
'We d., Thurs., November 18 - 19
, James Stewart Debra Paget
"BROKEN ARROW"
!!
¦' ' Cary Grant
-Ann Sheridan .
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"
"I WAS A ' ,."¦: :
MALE WAR B R I D E "
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reporting of facts to the public.
"The press ''.,. he contended, "holds
other institutions and other people
up to -searching scrutiny, but it is
unwilling to have the same scrutiny
applied to itself." In drawing his
conclusion he noted that many newspapers ignore incidents " when many
of the basic liberties found in the
Bil l of Rights are' abused.
Dilliard wanted it . remembered ,
however, that collectively American
newspapers are the world's best example of a free press a'nd praised
a large number of outstanding edi¦
tors and papers.
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s scene reproduced from Chesterfield's
_^H ^^
"center spread" line-up pages in
^H famous
college
football
programs from ioast to coast.
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